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Does the little one tell bad jokes too?

Next Meeting
Friday 14th October
Twi-Fly, Great Esky comp &BBQ

Cover photo:

Sorry if I scared the kids…….
Colin Smith (Smiffy) posing with
his CMPro Habicht prior to the
models recent maiden “fright”.
Geoff Trone photo

VARMS Field – High St Rd,
Wantirna
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The President

Colin Collyer

October and day light savings. Woo hoo! Let’s go flying.
Well, that was the plan, but so far the good weather and the “flying time” have not been at the
same time. Our Aero-towing seminar had a few starters, but sadly, no real flying due to the
weather. At least we stayed dry, and didn’t have hours of travelling. We will do it again.
The big event coming up is our Super Scale Saturday, the main part
of which is a sit down meal at sunset, and even if the weather is not
so great, a good evening of chit chat will result. I’m kinda hoping
that there are lots of partners there too, that would make things
even more special. It will be a big day, normal power flying in the
morning, Aero-tow in the afternoon, scale power from about 4:30,
the static scale comp about 6 and the meal about 6:30. And I’m
guessing some night flying. Meal tickets will be for sale at the October meeting, as we need
some idea of numbers for our caterers $10 each.
The October meeting is at the field, and will include the great “Esky Comp”, open to any of the
foam ARF’s, stock standard, Radians and the like, this one will be 3 rounds, 20 seconds climb
and unlimited glide.... last down wins. 3 points first, 2 points second, 1 point third, most points on
the night gets his/her name on the esky. The one with the most names on the esky wins the
esky, complete with filling, at the end of Daylight savings. The event has been trialled, and its
great to see 6 or more models all launched together, a lot of fun.
And don’t forget we have another MODEL ENGINES visit on October 26th at 7pm. The last one
was a hoot, so don’t miss out.
The other important thing coming up, Ian Slack is “ Going Walkabout” for a few months, so we
are looking for someone to step up and take his place. It is quite a rewarding job, getting raw
beginners up the first steps of our great hobby. Also a great opportunity to put something back.
That’s enough from me, hope to see you all on November the 5th.
Behind the Scene...including VARMS Committee stuff
It’s been an interesting month. Max and I were “summoned” to Knox Council to discuss the
Corporate Image they are creating for their sporting image. Max and I looked at each other and
wondered how it would affect VARMS.... Name change ? , logo change ?.... best way to find out
is front up, and it was an interesting meeting. While we play no part in the big picture, we do
make it into the details. We were shown the design idea’s they have, and the good news is ... no
name change, so really, whatever they do, I don’t think it will have any affect on us.
We also had a committee meeting, the main item for discussion were the events coming up at
the field now that daylight savings is here, the first being the “Super Scale Saturday’ coming up
on November 5th. The daytime will look after itself, just getting an idea of numbers so we can
order the food. I’m hoping it will be a great social night and a people mixer, and a great
opportunity to show our other halves we don’t have 2 heads !
We also discussed the “Great Esky Competition” that is being run at each meeting, with foam
models like the Radian.
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We discussed the mowing / slashing of the reeds and long grass down the south end of the field.
Ha! It’s rained again, so cancel that.
The other thing that came up is that Ian Slack wishes to go “walk about” soon, so we are looking
for someone to lead the training group for a while.
And also a start on the “gifted” and “loaned” items being donated for the shed. If it’s gifted,
ownership changes to VARMS, if it is loaned, ownership remains with the owner.
Here is a start:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fridge Freezer donated by Max MCullough
4 Burner BBQ donated by John Cott
Bookshelf and Boxed Magazines donated by Malcolm Buckmaster
White Bookshelf donated by David Hobby
Broom Cupboard donated by Ray Douma
4 poster size wall pictures loaned by Colin Collyer
Various foolscap size wall pictures loaned by Colin Collyer
Large model U2 owned by VARMS
Learmont Kestrel loaned by Roger Stevenson
Big Bird electric model loaned by Ray Cooper
Prussner Zefir loaned by Colin Collyer
Harold Elliott Pelican loaned by Colin Collyer.

Other “stuff” will be added as required

Important Notice
Pat Meehan
Project Manager - ERP

The construction works for the Eastern Recreation Precinct Project are at an advanced stage with
completion expected in early 2012.
The site is entering a phase where, under the OH&S requirements, restricted access needs to be
enforced over the total site from the entry gate on George Street and not confined to just the contractors’
temporary fenced areas. This will be the case for the next 2-3 months where multiple contractors and
bodies will be on the total site for the provision of all utility services to both the soccer and basketball
facilities. Over this period there will be only limited access to the site; however, if people deem it
necessary to visit the site, contact must be made with the Project Manager – ERP, Pat Meehan, on
extension 234 for both registration and induction under OH&S. For any request to visit at least 3 clear
working days advanced notice must be provided, and dependent upon the work commitments on site, the
request may not necessarily be approved. Where approval is given standard safety equipment, such as
safety vest and footwear, must be worn. All persons must be accompanied by the Project Manager –
ERP, or nominated Council site personnel.
Knox City C

As you can gather, it is important that we don't breech this restricted access. For us it means not using
the George St Access at any time, and also collecting any wayward models from East of our grass patch.
If you have a wayward incident, go around (yes, out our regular gate and in through the George St
entrance) to the site office and have it sorted for you, I'm sure you will get a good result if you follow
protocol.
It would not do our case any good at all if the union blew the whistle as a result of us breaking protocol.
Thanks
Col Collyer
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Meeting Minutes

Roger Stevenson

VARMS Club General Meeting held Friday 9th September, 2011- at GWPS Primary School
Hall, High Street Rd. Glen Waverley.
Meeting Comm
Apologies
New Members

8.20 pm
Lindsay Henderson
Keith Schneider & one other – welcome all!

A) President Topics
i)” Bakers Delight” – call by Bruce Robinson for help in collecting “supper donations”.
ii) October Club Meeting – Proposal to hold this at Club field, to coincide with start of
daylight savings.
iii) Major upgrade to Club house interior over past few months.
iv)“Super Scale Saturday – November 5th 2011 - proposal for commercial catering for
event, with Club volunteers assistance.
v) Bendigo Scale Event – set for 19th & 20th Nov 2011 – see Colin Collyer for details
vi) State Aerobatic Slope Championships – VARMS Is confirmed via VMAA as the
organizer for this event.
B) Treasurer – Current account balance approx. $14K. Club finances continue in good order.
C) Secretary – Correspondence out: L.T. Tony Muller on talk for September Club meeting ;
L.T. Monash Council, re Club office bearers.
D) Special Interest Groups.
a) Slope soaring – Bruce Clapperton – State Comp. – Sunday October 16, 2011
i).Practice day at Mt. Hollowback, Sunday 18 September, 2011 - see Bruce for details.
ii) Proposed “foamie model” event with prize to be name on esky prize to be given at
conclusion of events (esky. supply of beer.)
b) Scale Group – Saturday5th November 2011 –trial aerotow morning followed by
static & flying scale competition in the afternoon.
E) General Business
i)” Model Engines” visit – Wednesday 26
October 2011.- numbers limited!
ii) Club Clothing –report by Max Haysom, on
available Club caps for immediate purchase and
T shirts for order – see Max for further detail.
F) “Show & Tell” Segment
i) F3K Hand launch Glider World Champs
Report by Hugh Blackburn.- Hugh demonstrated a superb composite
construction model and gave a comprehensive report on the 2011
Discus hand Launch Glider World competition held in” Aboga”,
Sweden, in July this year; assisted with a very interesting Power Point
presentation ,incorporating magnificent competition flying and aerial
footage of the competition field.
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ii) B24 Liberator Restoration Project talk by Tony Muller
Tony followed ,with a fascinating presentation on the background
history
and
current
progress on the project , which was
warmly received by all members present.
Meeting Ended 9.45 p.m.
Next General Club Meeting - Friday 14 October 2011. NB - at VARMS
Field High Street Road Wantirna South. Comm. approx 8.15.P.M.

Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field:

Mon
8am-Noon (power)
Dawn-Noon (glider)
Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)
Noon-Dusk (glider)

*Aerotow:

Tue

Power Glider

Glider

Wed

Thur

Power Glider

Power Glider

Fri

Sat

Sun

Power Power Glider

Power Glider

Glider

Glider

First Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm
Glider means gliders and electric assist
All days 7.00 am till 11.00 pm

Clubrooms:

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer.

The Keyboard
Your frequency key should have your full name written clearly on it so that you can be easily recognised and
contacted in case of a frequency clash. Mobile phone number on the key is a good idea too, in case you have
departed and left your key in the board thus stopping someone else using that frequency. Members using 2.4 GHz
sets should still insert a standard key in the appropriate section of the keyboard.

Flying Event Calendar
Name
Vic Slope Aerobatic
Championship
Electric Fun Fly
Mildura Open Thermal
(RCGA Thermal League #2)
VARMS Training
Model Engines visit
Cobram Scale Aerotow
Vic Slope Aerobatic
Championship (backup)
Super Scale Saturday
VARMS Scale Aerotow
RCGA Thermal League #3
VARMS Training
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Date/s

Location

Further Info

9/10/11

Mt Hollowback

VARMS

15 & 16/10/11

Swan Hill

AEFA

22 & 23/10/11

Wentworth

Mildura

23/10/2011
26/10/11
29/10/2011-1/11/11

VARMS Glider Field
Model Engines
Cobram

VARMS
Page 6 this issue
Moira MAC

29/10/2011

Mt Hollowback

VARMS

5/11/2011

VARMS Glider Field

VARMS

6/11/2011
6/11/2011

Marong Field, Bendigo
VARMS Glider Field

BRAC
VARMS
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Editor

Glenn Salisbury

Welcome to the October Aspectivity, another made easy for me by the quality of material being
supplied. Thanks guys!
After seeing the enormous size of the Phoenix K-8B that Ross bought along to the last
meeting, and certain that it would not fit in my car, I cancelled my pre-order and got the 3m
Seagull Pilatus B4 instead. First impressions are that the kit is of very good quality, but the
wing retention method adds un-scale bumps and fiddlyness to the assembly process. I hear on
the grapevine that Colin Smith has one as well, so we should be able to provide good build
coverage in Aspectivity in the near future.
I’ve began the large task of model preparation for Camperdown 2012. When you take nearly
20 models down along, there is a lot of work to do beforehand. That, and the fact that I have
been promised 2 scale sailplanes in the next couple of months that I want to have going by
then, means I’ve got a busy few months ahead.
Also, I’m heading up to Swan Hill soon, so I’ll have some coverage of the electric meeting
there in the next issue.
If you want to view some videos model & full-size aircraft, please visit my You Tube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/ozskunkworx

VARMS Members – A Night out at Model Engines 2011
Don’t miss this special night that will preview
new products and products still to come out!
The last night at Model Engines was really
good and many members availed themselves
of the numerous “special items” that were on
sale on the night. I can’t promise that this
arrangement is available to us on this visit.
There are recent big advances in both Hitec
and Multiplex Radio sets and the telemetry
expansion since the last night when
telemetry was only just released. This should
make for an interesting and informative
session. So too, are the recent releases in RTF and ARF models and new OS engines to
show. Many of these really good items are only available via the new ME online facilityWorld Hobbies. Model Engines have recently extended their store facility to cope with the
increased demand.
Reg Neville has used his special contacts with Model Engines to set this up for us and the
staff are giving up their own time to make it a good night. There is seating for 40+ people so
late comers may have to stand up thru the show.

When? Wednesday, October 26, at 7.00pm
Where? Model Engines 1/158-168 Brown’s Road, Noble Park, 3174
Max Haysom 0414 679 620
Aspectivity, October 2011
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MID MONTHLY AERO-TOW
Anyone interested in having an aero-tow day on the 3rd Saturday of the month? If so,
please contact Gary Mac at
garymac@aanet.com.au

or mobile 0407965606

I intend setting up a email list to let members know on the Friday night if the weather
conditions are going to be OK for the Saturday to aero-tow.
Tony Grieger has offered to tow us up & hopefully Steve Malcman may be available as
well.
Let me know if you want to be on the email list
Gary McDougall

Please send articles & photos for
publication to

editor@VARMS.org.au
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$100 Hobby King 2m Minimoa

Daniel Malcman

From the outset I must say that I was pleasantly surprised with the flight performance of this
model. No trim adjustment was necessary and it flew straight out of the box virtually hands
free.
The Minimoa is a joy to fly, In the air the feel is of
a much more expensive model, the thermal
performance is also very good, not competition
class, but typically '30 minute plus' flights per
battery charge are easily achieved.
Although it is meant to be a 'Near Scale', its' flight
characteristic is probably similar to other 2 meter
non scale foam gliders, in lift it can't be slowed
down to circle at realistic 'scale speeds' without a “Mushing Stall”. It is however a “Multi speed”
machine, capable of flying both reasonably fast and slow enough to make landings a breeze.
I installed a 20Amp speed controller with a 2200Mah Lipo battery and a 2.4Ghz receiver, Nil
nose weight was necessary to achieve the specified C of G. There is no manual packed in the
box, but a copy can be download from www.art-tech.com
In the forums other modelers already eluded to two potential problems, elevator linkage exit
position being to low and Motor overheating. I opted to raise the elevator linkage exit position
so that the linkage wire lines up with the elevator horn outer hole, this was easy to do and is
better then the otherwise large sloppy 'Z' Bend in the wire. Motor overheating is a real issue
when operating on three cells, my motor has rattled itself loose in the mount and when
disassembled, signs of heat damage were evident in the plastic mount. I removed the three
2.5mm screws, drilled the aluminium motor mounting flange to 3 mm and used new screws,
lock-nuts and thread locker, instead of the threaded 2.5mm holes. The two 5mm holes in the
fuselage front are access holes for Allen Keys to reach the motor mounting flange grub
screws, the 5mm hole in front of the undercarriage wheel was intended as a passage for
cooling air, but I think it is far to small to be effective. In the forums it was suggested to drill out
the spinner cap for improved air flow, I doubt that this would work mainly due to centrifugal
force of the rotating spinner.
I limit my climb times to bursts of 20 to 30 seconds of motor run, with longer “motor of” periods.
An air scoop in the front and a large exit hole further back would be better, but would spoil the
aesthetics.
The rudder knuckle hinges glue to fin joint failed twice, before drilling a 6mm wooden dowel in
the center with 3mm drill for the knuckle hinge and gluing the assembly to the fin with epoxy.
The “Blind Nuts” for securing the wing need to be glued in place with epoxy, just make sure
you put some petroleum jelly or wax on the nylon screws before applying epoxy to the blind
nuts.
My only real complaint with this model has to do with the “Wing Joiner and plastic retaining
bracket”, the arrangement does provide secure wing mounting, however assembling the model
can only be described as difficult and clumsy.
Value for money? For $100, I think YES. So far I have had much more satisfaction from flying
this model compared to other ARF models costing more then twice as much.
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Woodstock progress

Geoff Trone's partially built fuselage

David Sheehy

Sepp Kirschenhuber, Geoff Trone and Ian Slack
working on Sepp's fuselage

Phoenix K-8b
Ross Bathie bought along his 6m span
Phoenix Models K-8b to the club meeting.
You will see the covering peeled off the port
wing as Ross is adding blade spoilers,
replacing the stock (unscale) items. The
model is certainly large, and very impressive,
with the exception of the Michelin man jet
pilot.
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30 Knot Test Fright

Colin Smith

Photos by Geoff Trone
The forecast for Friday was 10 to 15 Knots from the North so Slacko sent out the email to the
slope regulars…..”looks like a trip to Kilcunda this Friday”
Now the weathermen haven't been exactly truthful with their forecasts of late, in fact they have
been woeful and 95% wrong and they were again on this Friday…… Poofy little bursts, barely
enough to keep a prelude aloft, that was all we got! In the end it wasn't even worth bunging a
Prelude up and as Geoff Trone hadn't brought his DLG we blamed him for the lack of lift and
went home early. Another bumma of a day !!!
However David Campbell had looked up the
weather forecast on his phone and reckoned that
the wind for Saturday was going to be up in the 30
knot region and from the North again. Logic dictated
that we get to the wind before it dissipated over
Melbourne and a few hardy (mad?) souls arranged
to meet up at Hollowback the following day. Again
logic said that when the forecasters were telling us
10-20 knot and we got diddlysquat then if they were
forecasting 30 knots up at the big B we would
probably only get 10 to 15…..sound reasonable?
How wrong were we?.... Ian Slack had his new 4 metre Flair K8 to test and I had a 2.6 metre
Habicht sourced from Windrider that was not exactly a lightweight. I will leave Ian to describe
his K8 later after it has flown and bore you with my Habicht’s encounter with a little bit of the
blowy stuff.
All the way up I kept hearing the same old thing in my ear….”Err Smithy ….that wind looks a
bit strong” and “ Ummmmm…... the trees are bending a bit” ……. “Shuddup and drive” was
my reply but my fingers were firmly crossed that the wind would ease a bit as we neared
Ballarat…..It didn't! We got there about 11.30am and up on the hill the wind was even worse,
making it hard to even get out of the car…. But we did and after donning all the heavy weather
windproofs, winding in a lot of down trim on the EPP foamys we set of down the hill into the
breeze…...breeze be damned !........ it was a bloody gale! Ian’s electronic wind meter said 30
knots and 35 in the gusts so what the heck we’ve come this far …….give em a bung …. Their
EPP so the worst that can happen is that they will bounce! Seem very logical to test the air
with something that bounces.
Bloody hell! What a nightmare! Getting out from the
slope and into lift ! 30 knots aint nice, especially with a
light wing loaded model…. Full speed stop into that
headwind was the order of the day but eventually the
little foamy’s struggled through it without getting
dumped. Once out they still struggled to penetrate and
Geoff Trone and Gary Mac arrived so we bit the bullet
and landed to add lead ballast to the models and
caffeine to our own systems.
Lead added … lots of it …. then it was back out there. Gary lost his lightweight Ridge Rat
when it nose butted Terra Firma but it was only a little bit broke and repairable and then Geoff
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had a real ball with his foamy while demonstrating how well it flat spins, even managed to land
perfectly on top of a rock…… but it must’ve been a soft one cos the plane was undamaged.
Then I was having just too much fun and the old fingers became a blurr on the sticks until I did
a 12 turn spin in 10 turn airspace…….Oops! …. I’d swear the hill shook when it thumped down
but the only major breakage was the lacker bands holding the wing on so it was soon back in
the air albeit without a rudder as the nylon clevis had also sheared on landing.
Lunch time and would you believe that the wind actually abated a little bit so as Ian had wisely
decided that his K8 was a floater and kept it in the car I rigged the Habicht and after its
umpteenth check was lugged down the hill to commit aviation. With a wing loading of 19oz/sqft
its no lightweight.
Would you believe that as soon as we hit the launch zone the wind increase back up to 20 +
knots but being a died in the wool idiot I gave Ian the go ahead to launch the beast out into that
swirling mass of wind? Great launch Ian, hands firmly grasping the leading edge of each wing
combined with a hefty chuck and she was airborne.
Turbulence…..err what turbulence?.... The thing flew out
straight and level though all that bumpy stuff close into
the slope as if it didn't exist. The person standing
immediately behind me finally stopped clapping his
“hands” and the Habicht soared. What a site !!!!!!
OK….. gain height ….. Two or three clicks of down elevator….. Boy its powerful, add in a bit of
right rudder and aileron and blimey it was like it was on rails. Hands off the tranny while I took
a few breaths to calm the nerves and believe it or not the wind increased back up to 30 knots
gusting to 35 and the Habicht wasn't in the least fazed. Run through the usual airborne tests
and a 45 degree cross wind dive test proved that the CG was spot on. A stall test wasn't really
fair cos I knew one wing was heavier than t’other (OK, so I forgot to balance it longitudinally in
the workshop) and a loop proved that high rate elevator was best…. BUT only if you wanted to
snap roll off the top….. Flick that rate switch to low…….Next a gentle roll to the right and it was
big and beautiful so I did another but to the left this time…….next up was 5 secs straight and
level inverted……. Stall turns to the left and right were done with ease with that massive
rudder and I only had to spin and the aero schedule was completed. Bottled out with that one
I’m afraid but there will be a next time. Tranny was passed to Ian and I do believe he had a ball
with the Habicht if the grin was anything to go by. I’m really looking forward to rolling his K8 !!!
I had forgotten that with every flight there has to
be a landing and I hate landing from the right
hand side of the north slope at Hollowback due
to the rotor as the hill drops away…. So it had
to be from the left. Ho Hum….bite the bullet and
round she goes in that 30 knot stuff….. Come’s
back very quickly downwind and eats up the
airspace so lets just say the first attempt was a
fly past! Next time round I came in a bit high
and just hung it there nose first while frantically waggling the sticks to keep the wings level and
finally popped the spoilers and arrived. “Arrived” describes a safe landing and in that wind that
was all I could hope for…. None of the touch and go stuff or even loop-and-land… save all that
stuff for Ron…….lateron.
Ian reckons I was quiet all the way home cos it would’ve been difficult to get words past the
soppy grin on my face…...wattaday…...wattaplane…..funbloodytastic.
Did I build it to instructions…….silly question, of course I didn't…….. I built it how I wanted it.
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The only changes I made to the kit was:1. Substitute proper large pin hinges and epoxy with a full length music wire pivot pin on
the ailerons instead of the fabric cyano type.
2. I had to use a catch and pin system on the cockpit due to it being slightly bowed from
manufacture.
3. Substitute the rigid wing mounting bolts through the fuz with M4 x 75 long hook bolts
for lacker bands…...bitta give on the slope.
4. Make the stab removable for transport
5. Add a pilot.
6. Straighten and reinforce the warped spoilers
Honestly, I reckon the kit was pretty spot on as it arrived and would be fine for most flyers. As
the wing loading was a tad high at 19oz/sqft I didn't add a tow release or I would be beating the
tug down on aerotow…..its in its element on the slope in a good blow.
The instruction manual was OK and absolutely spot on for the CG position and it also indicated
that a lotta lead was needed up front. Covering was tuff and pliable and the construction from
the limited view inside the wings was spot on. Fuz was good and thick with its two-pack epoxy
finish and the only two things that were missing were a skid up front and a pilot. All in all I
reckon its good value for money.
The mods:
The stab mod was really easy and allows both sides to be removed for
ease of transport.
I used K&S brass tube and a lump of scrap brass for the horn, all soft
soldered....easy and the bit in the fuz has two keepers to stop it sliding
sideways. The forward rake is purely to avoid clobbering the fin post but
still maintain full elevator travel. Assemble as one long length with both
halves of stab assembled as if on the fin but actually flat on the bench.
Cut after glueing into the elevators....then add a prong to guide then all
together for final assembly. The horn must be held captive sideways in
the fin or t'will be a bugger to align and it seems to be OK woggling
about in its oversize hole, the substantial pushrod helps keep it all in the same place.

Revised elevator drive

fits into new horn

viola!

.

The pilot was a Hobby King purchase but it has had an argument
with a file, Stanley knife, and hacksaw .......and then had some
car bodyfilla and a few lumps of balsa inserted into its nether
regions before painting......the neck scarf, to hide the throat
slashing, must've blown away on the slope. Its only stand-off and
squint scale but good enough.
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Flying at Kilcunda

Tim Moreland

Aerotow was blown away last Saturday so, undeterred, Anthony Peate and I went down to
Ridge Road and mixed it with Mr Eagle for the afternoon.
He finally went off lunch somewhere else about 3pm and let us have the sky to ourselves for
the rest of the day. The shots included were taken towards the end of the day when it had
calmed down from 25 to about 12 knots. A lovely day.
Anthony's plane is a Multiplex ASW 22, about 4m span.

Flying wing CG calculator

John Bird

John Bird has kindly sent in this
handy link to a CG calculator for
flying wings. Surely one to
bookmark?
http://fwcg.3dzone.dk/
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COBRAM SCALE AERO-TOW
MELB CUP WEEKEND
The Moyria Model Aircraft Club at Cobram has again extended an invitation to all
VARMS members to attend the Scale Aero Tow at their field over the Melbourne Cup
Weekend
Dates
Saturday 29th October to Tuesday 1st November
Club Field
Corner of Pye Rd & Murray Valley Highway, 6kms from Cobram towards Yarrawonga.
Look for the sign on the left-hand side of the road
Entry Fee
$30.00 for the 4 days or $15.00 a day for Sat & Sun
Camping Fees
$15.00 for the 4 days
There are toilets & a shower on site plus the use of their BBQ to cook on.
I will be collecting the fees on their behalf
BBQ Lunches
The Club will put on a BBQ lunch on Sat & Sun, sausages & hamburgers will be for sale
plus cold drinks
Can you please advise Gary Mac if you will be going & require lunches so I may pass
onto the club for catering requirements
garymac@aanet.com.au
I will be the VARMS contact for this event
Mobile 0407965606
At this stage there looks to be approx 5-6 tugs going
Hope to see many members there
Gary Mac

Aerosente Newsletter
The Aerosente Glider Workshop October 2011 newsletter is now available for
immediate download. There are 48 pages of classic and vintage sailplanes and gliders,
kits, plans, articles, prints, pin-ups and other assorted eye candy.
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=APIkt&m=3jM3Uh7UVaPhFzr&b=89X3bmP1JU65wxEUQgZB_A
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Training Dates
23rd Oct, 6th Nov
Training radio
Frequencies are:
643, 645 & 647
VARMS Training is
kindly sponsored by:
Hyperion Australia

Mowing Roster
Henri Wohlmuth
Jim Baker
Bruce Robinson
Graeme Hollis
Martin Hopper
Robert Kassell

9764 1921
9803 2185
9887 8996
9739 4886
9873 8256
9795 1330

Oct & Jan (early)
Oct & Jan (late)
Nov (early)
Nov (late)
Dec (early)
Dec (late)

Geoff Moore (Heliport)
98022044
Max Koludrovic (Runways & Pits)

Any Problems with the field, ring

Martin Hopper
9873 8256

Our special thanks to Kelly & Ian Costello from the
Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre, Glen
Waverley.
Also to Bruce Robinson for collecting and bringing it all
to the meetings each month
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VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content.
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VP & Site Liaison
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Treasurer
Contest Director
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Ordinary Member
Registrar
Heli Group Rep
Sports Power Rep
Webmaster

Colin Collyer
Max Haysom
Roger Stevenson
Ian Pearson
Alan Mayhew
Glenn Salisbury
Martin Hopper
Bruce Clapperton
Geoff Moore
Ray Douma
Steve Tester

VARMS Web Site:
Current Members:

9561 9097
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9887 7885
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9873 8256
9803 3108
9802 2044
0409 356515
9724 9728
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cd@VARMS.org.au
editor@VARMS.org.au
registrar@VARMS.org.au
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power@VARMS.org.au
steve@VARMS.org.au

http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS

If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain
the correct addressing of this Newsletter.
If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact
the Secretary, or other Committee member.

Potential Members:

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc.
Organisation No. A0001504U
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
The World Air Sports Federation

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying
radio controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna
South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings,
generally on a fortnightly basis. Exact dates and times are posted on the filed entrance gate.
VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australian.
VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio
controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas.
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the Glen
Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of
High Street Road and Springvale Road) Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome. Formalities are
usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all modelers and a light supper, suppliers by
Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre.
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